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Abstract. Let M be a compact simply connected riemannian manifold of

even dimension d . It is well known that if the sectional curvature of M lies

in the range (0,1], then M has volume greater than or equal to that of the

¿/-dimensional euclidean sphere Sj  of constant curvature X . We prove that

if the volume of M is no greater than 3/2 times that of Sx , then M is

homeomorphic with the sphere.

1. Introduction

Of crucial importance in the proof of the classical sphere theorem of H. E.

Rauch, M. Berger, and W. Klingenberg (see [4, Chapter 6]) is the injectivity

radius estimate of Klingenberg [13] and J. Cheeger and D. Gromoll [5] (cf. also

[14]).

(1.0) Lemma. Let M be a compact simply connected riemannian manifold M

with sectional curvature K. If either the dimension d of M is odd and K lies

in the range X > K > A/4 > 0, or if M is even and X > K > 0 for some

constant X, then the injectivity radius i(M) is bounded from below by n/\/X.

Note that the assumption on the upper bound for the sectional curvature

is a restrictive condition for odd dimensions but merely a normalization for

even dimensions. In spite of this strong structural restriction, our knowledge

at present on even-dimensional positively curved manifolds still seems rather

meager.

Let us denote by a(d) the volume of the ¿-dimensional unit euclidean sphere

Sx   in R +1 . In this paper, we prove

(1.1) Main Theorem. Let M be a compact simply connected riemannian man-

ifold of even dimension d. Suppose that M has positive sectional curvature with

Max F < X, X constant, and that its volume V(M) is no larger than

3/2 • a(d)/Xd'2.

Then M is homeomorphic to Sx .
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We note that ( 1.0) combined with the well-known volume comparison theo-

rem of R. Bishop [2, §11.10] and P. Günther [10], easily gives

Theorem. Let M be a compact d-dimensional connected riemannian manifold

of positive sectional curvature K, X > K > k for some constants X, k . Then

V(M) < o(d)/K ' , and, if in addition d is even-dimensional and simply con-

nected, then also V(M) > a(d)/X . Moreover, if equality holds in either of the

above, then M is isometric to the d-dimensional sphere of constant curvature.

In this context, (1.1) forms a counterpart in even dimensions to the following

volume pinching theorem of C. Heim [11], K. Grove and K. Shiohama [9] (cf.

alsofl, 15]).

Theorem. Let M be a compact connected riemannian manifold of curvature

K > k > 0 and dimension d such that V(M) > a(d)/2Kd/2. Then M is

homeomorphic to Sx .

For more recent results in the structure of manifolds with volume restricted

from below, see Shiohama [18] (cf. also [12]) and Y. Otsu, K. Shiohama, and

T. Yamaguchi [16].

We also point out

(1.2) Theorem. In each even dimension d, given any real 4* > 0, there exist

only finitely many different diffeomorphism types of compact connected manifolds

that admit riemannian metrics of positive sectional curvature satisfying V(M) <

¥/[MaxF]rf/2.

This is because in both the original proof by Cheeger [3] and in the more

recent proof by S. Peters [17] of the classical finiteness theorem (cf. [4, 7.37]),

the assumption on diameter is only used to obtain an upper volume estimate

(which is in turn used to obtain an estimate on the number of balls in a convex

covering of such a manifold) and to obtain an injectivity radius estimate. In

our case, both of these are already given. In fact, once an estimate is given for

the number of balls of fixed radius that are needed to cover M, the diameter

can be easily estimated from above. See, also, a more recent work of K. Grove,

P. Petersen V, and J.-Y. Wu [8].

When combined with the eigenvalue comparison theorem of S. Y. Cheng

[6], this yields the following interesting corollary which (surprisingly!) seems to

have gone previously unnoticed.

(1.3) Corollary. In each even dimension d, given any positive integer n anda

real A > 0, there exist only finitely many diffeomorphism types for compact man-

ifolds which admit metrics of positive curvature such that Xn(M), nth nonzero

eigenvalue for the Laplacian on functions, satisfies Xn(M) > A(MaxF).

Throughout this paper, we follow [4] as the reference for all definitions and

notations. We split the proof into two steps. First, we prove the theorem for
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the case of strict inequality,

V(M)<\-o(d)/Xd'2,

for which the argument is considerably simpler. We will then give an argu-

ment for the case of equality. Even though this represents only a marginal

improvement in the theorem quantitatively, it does serve as evidence to suggest

the existence of a S > | such that the inequality V(M) < S ■ a(d)/X ' still

implies homeomorphism with the sphere. The complex projective plane, when

properly normalized, is seen to have the volume 3cr(4). This leads us to suspect

that S = 3 is the sharp constant.

2. Proof. The strict inequality case

Let M satisfy the assumptions described in ( 1.1 ). In this section, assume that

V(M) > o(d)/X /2. By scaling the metric, if necessary, we may also assume

that X = 1. Choose the points p and q on M so that p(p, q) = the diameter

of M. We first recall, from Bishop and Günther (loe. cit.), the following

(2.0) Lemma. For any p e M, V(Bn/2(p)) > a(d)/l.

We then have

(2.1) Lemma. There exists some e > 0 such that the two closed balls Bn_e(p)~

and BJ[_e(q)~ cover M.

Proof. By the injectivity radius estimate (1.0) and our choice for p and q,

P(P, q) > X- Therefore, Bn/2(p) and Bn,2(q) are mutually disjoint. Hence,

by (2.0),

V(M\[Bn/2(p)UBn/2(q)]) = V(M) - V(Bn/2(p)) - V(Bn/2(q))

< \a(d) - {(J(d) - {-0(d) = \a'd).

Now, if Bn/2(p)~ UA2(?)~ = M, there is nothing to prove. Assume that x e

M\[Bnl2(p)- U Bn/2(q)~]. Again, by (2.0), V(Bn/2(x)) > a(d)/l. This means

that Bnj2(x) cannot be contained wholly in the set M\[Bn^2(p)uBn,2(q)]. By

the open condition, there exists e > 0 such that Bn,2_e(x) is still not contained

in the set M\[Bn/2(p) U Bn/2(q)]. In fact, e can be chosen so as not to depend

on the choice of x in M\[Bn¡2(p)~ u Bn,2(q)~]. For each such x, let

e(x) := {- sup{¿ : Bn/2_ô(x) ci M\(Bn/2(p) U Bn¡2(q))} .

Then e(x) depends continuously on x and tends to n/4 as x approaches the

boundary of the set M\[Bn,2(P)~ U Bn/2(q)~]. Hence, e := infx e(x) > 0.

So, there is an e depending only on M suchthat F ,2_£(x)~ must intersect

either Bn,2(p)~ or Bn,2(q)~ . By the triangle inequality, this implies that either

p(x, p) <n - e or p(x, q) < n - e .

Cf. [12], where the second-named author used a similar argument.   □
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By (1.0), i(M) > n, so each of the balls Bn_£(p)~ and Bn_e(q)~ is dif-

feomorphic to a closed ¿-dimensional disk and every geodesic emanating from

p reaches Bn(p) as a length minimizing curve. It is now a standard argument

to establish an explicit homeomorphism from S onto M. For example, the

proof of 6.4 in [4] follows through as it stands. Alternatively, one can appeal

to a nontrivial theorem of J. Stallings [19].

3. Proof. The equality case

We continue with the assumptions described in (1.1). We now suppose that

V(M) = \o(d). Note that if we can establish Lemma (2.1), the rest of the

argument follows. So assume that Lemma (2.1) is false. First we establish a

purely topological lemma, as follows:

(3.1) Lemma. Let R be a connected topological space and let A, B, and C

be mutually disjoint open subsets of R such that their boundaries dA, dB, and

d C are each nonempty and connected in R, and the union of each one with

the closures of the other two cover R ; i.e., A u B~ u C~ = A" u B U C~ =

A~uB~uC = R. Then dAndBndC¿0.

Proof. From the first and last assumptions, it follows that each of the three sets

dA, dB, and dC is contained in the union of the other two boundary sets.

First we contend that neither of the two, dAodC nor dB n dC, is empty. In

fact, if dAfldC = 0, we then must have dA c dB and dC C dB. Therefore,

dAndB ¿ 0, dC n dB Í 0, and (dA n dB) u (dC n dB) = dB. On the
other hand, dAndB and dCodB are both closed in dB, so this contradicts

the connectedness of dB. Now reverse the roles of A and F to establish the

claim.

Now, assume that dA n dB n dC = (dA n dC) n (dB OdC) = 0. dC c
dA U dB implies dC C (dA U dB) DdC = (dA n dC) U (dB n ÖC), so that

dC = (dA n aC) U (öF n öC). This time, the closedness of dA n aC and

dB n aC contradicts the connectedness of aC.   D

Now, choose p, q e M as in the previous section. If the statement of

Lemma (2.1) under the weaker hypothesis is false, then there must exist a point

x e M\[Bn/2(p)~ U Bn/2(q)~] such that the three balls Bn/2(p), Bn/2(q), and

Bk/2(x) are pairwise disjoint. On the other hand, by the volume comparison

(2.0), we must still have

Bn/2(p)-UBn/2(q)-uBK/2(x)-=M.

Moreover, by (1.0), i(M) > n , so the three boundary sets dBn,2(p), dBn/2(q),

and dBn/2(x) are each diffeomorphic to 5 "' and hence connected. We

may therefore apply Lemma (3.1) to obtain a point r in the triple intersec-

tion dBn/2(p) f) dBn,2(q) (1 dBK/2(x). Let y and n be the unique minimal

geodesies joining p to r and q to r, respectively. We assume that each curve
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is parametrized by arclength. Since Bn,2(x)~ c M\Bn,2(p), by the first varia-

tion of distance from p to the smooth hypersurface dBn/2(x), we see that y is

perpendicular to dBn,2(x) at r. Likewise, n is also perpendicular to dB%,2(x)

at r. By the uniqueness of the geodesies, y = n and p = q . This contradicts

our choice of p and q . Therefore, the conclusion of Lemma (2.1) must hold

under the weaker assumption on the volume of M, and M is still covered by

two topological disks.
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